
â€œPhaseanalysisâ€•of multigated cardiac blood-pool
studies has grown in popularity in the last few years
(1 ,2,16). The essence of temporal Fourier analysis of
multigated studies is that each pixel describes a periodic
time series. Thus the behavior during the R-R interval
of each element of the field of view of the camera is in
dependently characterized. The construction of Fourier
functional images allows the visualization of the spatial
distribution of this temporal behavior. Inspection of Fig.
la reveals the rough approximation of the data points by
the first Fourier harmonic. While it is customary to as
sociate the phase 4@lof the first harmonic with the time
at which ejection starts, there can be a significant dif
ference between the two times for time-activity curves

similar to the one in Fig. 1. The relationship of the
magnitude of the first harmonic, SV', to the stroke vol

ume of the data points is not exact either. Bacharach et
al. (3), have presented a study that demonstrates this
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problem for a range of simulated- global volume
curves.

The results of the present work arose from an effort
to understand better what information is contained in
the first-harmonic-phase functional images. In such
images taken from normal 45Â°LAO studies, the point
in the R-R interval indicated by the phase is generally
earlier near the base of the left ventricle than at its apex.
This agrees with recent work on the sequence of con
traction of the left ventricle (8). Nevertheless, the ab
solute times indicated by.the first-harmonic phase do not
correspond to the onset of contraction, and the relative
timing does not agree with published data.

To isolate and study particular aspects of the phase
images, we have developed a set of computer-generated
phantoms. To address the problem posed by the poor fit
of the first harmonic to time-activity curves, additional
harmonics are used in a multiharmonic approximation.
The latter has more degrees of freedom, so many distinct
functional images can be constructed.

METHODS

The discrete Fourier transform of a pixel's time-ac
tivity curve is defined to be (14)
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FIG.1. (a)First-harmonicfittoasimulatedleft-ventricularvolume
curve. Data points are indicated by circles and the fit by the solid
line.Erroris the sumof squareddifferencesof the fit at thedata
points and the data points themselves, normalized by the sum of the
squaresof the datapoints.Thusthe most naivefIt, a horizontalline
with value zero, will havean error value of 1.0.(b) Improvementin
fit due to including second, third, and fourth harmonics in the ap
proximation. Values of higher harmonics have been weighted in
order to producean approximationwithout ringing.Pointsindicated
by letters directly above time axis are parametersof the approxi
mation. (A) is time at which maximum occurred. (B) is start of
ejection as determinedby slope of curve. (C)is start of ejection as
indicated by a decrease in countsof 20% of the stroke. (D)is time
atwhichmaximumnegativeslopeoccurred.(E)istimeatwhichthe
minimum occurred. (c) MagnItudespectrum,indicatingsignificance
of first four harmonics.Thisis a typicalshapefor the magnitude
spectrum of left-ventricular global volume curve. It is â€œlow-pass,â€•
wIth fourthharmonicas largeas or largerthanthe third,andfifth and
higher harmonics much lower in magnitude.
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X(k) = @:x(n)ei2Tkn/N

n=0
N-I N-I

= @: x(n) cos(2irkn/N) â€” j @: x(n)

n=O n=O

sin(2@rkn/N), (1)

where N is the number of frames in the study, n is the
frame number within the study, x(n) is the value of a
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pixel in frame n, k is the harmonic number, X(k) is the
complex-valued kth harmonic, and j is the usual imagi
nary identity, equal to@ The inverse transformation
is

1 N-l
x(t) = @:k=OX(k)&2@kt/N

N-l
= @: ak cos(2irkt/N + 4@k), (2)

k=O

where ak 1/N IReX(k)]2 + [ImX(k)]2}'/2, the scaled
magnitude of the kth harmonic, 4k = arctan [ImX(k)/
ReX(k)] is the phase angle of the kth harmonic, and 0

t < 1 is time, normalized to the R-R interval.
Referring again to the forward transformation in Eq.

(1): since the pixel values x(n) are real-valued, the
real-valued part of the kth harmonic, ReX(k), has even
symmetry and the imaginary-valued part of the kth
harmonic, ImX(k), has odd symmetry. Since the
squaring operation used to get the kth magnitude is an
even function, it follows that the magnitude ak has even
symmetry, which (for an even number N of frames in the
study) implies that ak = aN_k and that a0 and aN/2 are
special cases. Likewise, since the arctangent function
that gives the kth phase is an odd function, the kth phase
4@khas odd symmetry, 4@k= 4@Nâ€”k(for [k 0 or N/2]).
The inverse transformation of Eq. (2) can be approxi
mated for pixel time-activity curves by

@(t)= w0a0 + 2 k=1wkakcos(2irkt/N + 4@k), (3)

where the wkare weighting factors that reduce ringing
artifacts in the approximation, and the (N/2)th term is
ignored.

The first harmonic (FH) approximation, then, is

XFH(t) = a0 + 2a1 cos(2irt/N + 4@l), (4)

and is shown for a simulated global left-ventricular
volume curve in Fig. la.

Figure ic is a magnitude spectrum of the volume
curve. It compares the logarithm of the magnitude,
log(a@j, to the harmonic number k. The spectrum is
â€œlow-pass,â€•meaning that the value of ak decreases as k.
increases. For the multiharmonic (MH) approxima
tion,

4
XMH(t) = a0 + 2@ wkak cos(2irkt/N + 4@k), (5)

k=l

the first four harmonics are used, with weighting factors
w0 = w1 = 1.0, w2 0.853, w3 0.5, and w4 0.146
corresponding to a modified Hanning filter (4). The use
of additional harmonics to approximate the time-activity
curves is discussed in Refs. 9 and 17, and apparently they

were used implicitly by Verba et al. (16).
An important consideration in the interpretation of

functional images is that the camera, and hence the pixel,
is stationary in space during the collection of a multi
gated study. The physical movement of radioactivity
relative to the camera can be divided conceptually into
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motion parallel to the plane of the pixel and motion
perpendicular to it. In the former case, changes in the
density of the pixel with time would be due to a rigid
structure of nonuniform thickness that is sliding past the

pixel. In the latter case, a stationary structure of uniform
but time-varying thickness would be viewed by the pixel.
A complete description of a time-activity curve involves
both types of motion.

The computer-generated phantom studies were de
veloped to combine these two types of motion in a con
trolled manner. We emphasize that these phantoms are
not intended to simulate the motion of the cardiac blood
pools with great fidelity. Rather, by their very simplicity,
they isolate and emphasize particular aspects of what is,
in fact, a complicated motion. The use of terms like
â€œend-diastolicâ€•is for the purpose of analogy, and not to
claim an exact correspondence between the phantoms
and actual clinical data.

In essence, all of the phantoms are of simple geometric
solids whose volumes change according to the global
volume curve shown in Fig. 1. Each frame of a study is
composed of pixels whose values are determined by the
thickness of the figure projection onto each pixel. The
size of the figure is computed from the value of the global
volume curve at the time of that frame. The details of the
generation of the phantoms are given in the appendix.

The first phantom is of a solid cylinder, viewed from
an end, whose thickness is constant throughout the
â€œheartbeatâ€•but whose radius changes to reflect a global
volume curve like that in Fig. 1. This is shown diagra
matically in Fig. 2a. The study frames show a succession
of circles of constant intensity throughout the study; they
first decrease in diameter until, at â€œend-systole,â€•they
start to increase again.

The other phantoms share a common element, a
two-dimensional projection of a sphere whose global
volume curve has the same shape as the curve of Fig. 1.
Figures 2â€”8show representative frames and first-har
monic phase images from each of the phantom studies.
In the second phantom (Fig. 2b), two spheres â€œbeatâ€•
180Â°out of phase, with their edges always just touching,
approximating a nonoverlapping atrium and ventricle.
In the third, two spheres overlap (Fig. 2c). The global
volume curve for the upper sphere is based on the shape
of a representative left-atrial volume curve (5). The
fourth phantom (Fig. 2d) is of a single sphere with a slice
removed, as if it were two hemispherical chambers, e.g.,
the ventricles, with a septum. As the sphere beats, it also
rotates through 20Â°about an axis through its center,
parallel to the septum. In the frames of this study one
sees the split sphere shrink and expand during the course
of the phantom study, and the septal area becomes
blurred and then sharp once again as the pixel â€œseesâ€•
projections of the side, rather than the edge, of the sep

tum. The last phantom is of a beating sphere with a
septum in which the additional motion is a translation
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FIG. 2. Phantom studies described by schematics of their motion
in first column, their end-diastolic images in second column, and
theirend-systolicimagesinthirdcolumn.Infirstcolumn,thepoint
of view of scintillationcameraIs from above.(a)Cylindrlcalphantom
whose thickness remains constant, but whose radius varies. (b)
Phantomof two sphereswhoseedgesjust touch.Largerspherehas
global volume curve of Fig. 1.Smaller spherehasa global volume
curve like thatof left atrium.(c)Phantomof two overlappingspheres.
Again, larger spherehasglobal volume curve of Fig. 1andsmaller
spherehasa globalvolumecurve like thatof left atrium.(d)Rotating
septalphantom.Spherehasa sliceremoved.At theRwave,ob
server is looking edgewiseat the septum, but as time progresses
towardend-systole,spherecontractsandalsoturns,sothatobserver
is looking from side of sphere. (e) Shifting sphere. As spherecon
tracts ft also moves to the right.

to and fro, shown in Fig. 2e.
The patient data presented later as illustrative ex

amples were collected in frame mode with a 200-msec
tolerance in the R-R interval. Each study has 24 frames

in a 64 X 64 matrix. The termination parameter was 12
million counts, resulting in about 200,000 counts per
frame using an acquisition zoom factor of approximately
1.5. A 45Â°LAO projection was used with a medium
resolution collimator after in vivolabeling of Tc-99m red
blood cells. These images were smoothed with a standard
nine-point smoothing algorithm. The problem of loss of
counts in the last frames due to variation in the R-R in
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and two measures of the onset of contraction. One onset
parameter is the time at which 20% of the pixel stroke
has occurred, and the other is the time@ofintersection of
the horizontal line through the maximum of the curve
and the line tangent to the curve at the point of maxi
mum negative slope. In Fig. lb these are indicated by the
lettered points along the horizontal axis, and identified
in the caption. Another amplitude multiharmonic pa
rameter is the magnitude of the maximum negative
slope. On the PDP-1 1/55 the calculation of six multi
harmonic functional images takes about 15 mm of
computer time. This time varies, depending on the par
ticular study, since the algorithm is iterative and it as
sumes that the Fourier transform data have already been
obtained.

RESULTS

The phantom studies display some interesting first
harmonic phase patterns. Figure 3 shows data from the
cylindrical phantom (see Fig. 2a). The time indicated
by the phase has its earliest value at the end-systolic
outline, and becomes later near the end-diastolic border.
This is subsequently referred to as the â€œedgeeffectâ€•since
it is evident in the region through which the edge of the
chamber moves during the R-R interval. The spherical
phantom in Fig. 4 (see Fig. 2b) shows a similar effect,
more clearly visible in the lower sphere. Again, the edge
effect is evident, since the time indicated by the phase
is later near the end-diastolic edge than near the end
systolic outline. Within the end-systolic outline, however,
the time becomes slightly later. Notice the clear de
marcation between the two spheres in the phase image.
In Fig. 5 (see Fig. 2c) the spheres overlap, producing an
anomalous region in the phase image where the overlap
occurs. Figure 6 (see Fig. 2d) shows an abrupt change
in phase value in the â€œseptalâ€•region of the rotating
sphere phantom. The translating phantom in Fig. 7 (see
Fig. 2e) has a wide range of phase values, illustrating the
result of a shifting count density. In all of these phan
toms, if the phase were to be interpreted as an indication
of â€œsystoliccontraction,â€•it should be uniform in value,
since every portion of the simulated chamber begins to
â€œcontractâ€•at the same time.

The patient examples show many of the same features.
Figure 8 is representative of our experience with a nor
mal phase pattern for wall-motion studies in the 45Â°
LAO projection. The pattern in the left ventricle is ear
liest in the basal region and proceeds over the ventricle
to the apex. The histogram of the amplitude-masked
phase image shows the two-peaked appearance com
monly reported for the first-harmonic phase. The peak
corresponding to the ventricles is centered substantially
before the R wave. In a normal patient, one would expect
ventricular contraction to occur shortly after the R wave.
The free wall of the left ventricle is slightly later than the

terval was compensated for by multiplying each pixel of
a smoothed, deficient frame by a correction factor. The
factor was chosen for each deficient frame so that the
corners of the image have the same number of counts as
the average of the corners of the frames in the first half
of the study.

At this point, the processing is the same for the
phantom studies and for smoothed and compensated
patient data. The discrete Fourier transform is imple
mented by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm
(14). It is applied to each pixel of the study, and the
magnitudes and phases are calculated and stored. On a
PDP-l 1/55 computer, a 24-frame study takes about 6.5
mm ofcomputer time, and on a PDP-11/34A up to 25
mm. The program is written to run in 32k words of main
memory. If less memory were available, the time cited
above would increase, since more disk accesses would be
required.

The techniques for multiharmonic analysis are mainly
iterative in nature. An appropriate function of the ap
proximation, Eq. (3), is solved for its zeros, using New
ton's method (12). A typical example is the multihar
monic time of maximum. Since the first-harmonic phase
indicates the maximum of the first-harmonic approxi
mation, it is interesting to compare it with the maximum
of the multiharmonic approximation. To find the time
of maximum of the multiharmonic approximation to the
pixel time-activity curve, the algorithm finds the zeros
of the first derivative of the approximation and then
chooses the larger value of the multiharmonic approxi
mation at those points. The iterative routine,

tm4.l tm@ f(tm)/f'(tm),

where m is the iteration index,

f(t) dIMH(t) _ â€”47I@4 . â€˜2irkt
= @: kwkak sin@â€”@--- + 4@k

â€” N k@I

and

(6)

________8ir24 â€˜2irktf'(t) = d2@MH(t)=@ k=I k2wkakcos@â€”@--+

is run until a suitable stopping criterion, based on the
resolution of the color table of the video display, is
reached. The starting value is determined by a coarse
search of the function over the R-R interval. Other
temporal multiharmonic parameters are calculated in

. a similar manner. Amplitude parameters, like maximum

excursion or maximum negative rate of exchange, are
calculated by evaluating the approximation at particular
points in the R-R interval. For example,

Maximum excursion = xMH(timemaximum)

â€”XMH(timeminimum). (7)

Other temporal multiharmonic parameters that have
been investigated include the time-of-minimum counts,
the time of maximum negative rate of change of counts,
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FiG. 3. Upper left-hand(UL)ImageIs first-harmonic phaseof cyl
inder phantom in Fig. 2a. Imageis coded Intime relative to R-Rin
terval. Time-color relationship Is indicatedbylabels next to color
table. R wave is coded as orange. Time Increasesthroughgreen
to whIte.Colortable thenwrapsaroundto the bottomandtime
continuesItrough blueuntil It reachesnextA wave.L@perright-hend
(LEt)panelishistogramofIL, showk@gnumberofplx&sposses&ng
phase values within each 6Â°interval. At bottom of figure Is a
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count-rate profile along the contour indicatedby whIte line in UI.
This Is a stackof pixeltime-activItycurvesfor pixelscut by the
contotr.TimeIsplottedhorizontally,countsvertically.Depthis
posItion along contor. Since lower left-hand corner of an image
is point(0,0)andupperleft-handcorneris point(63,0),direction
along contow can be determined from depth legend. In this case
contoir Isfrom edgeinto center.Eachcwve is color-codedbyvakie
of first harmonicof correspondingpixel.
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of someof thepixeltime-activitycurvesshowcombinedeffectof
the two chambers.

FIG.6. (centerright,p 719)ThIsis rotatingseptumphantom.Upper
left is first-harmonicphasefunctionalimage.URismuftiharmonic
image of time of onset of ejection as determined by a magnitude
crIterion: when change in counts was negativeand equal in mag
nitude to 20% of stroke volume for pixel, ejection was defined to
have commenced unequivocally. At bottom is count-rate profile
startingat edgeof septumInend-diastolicImage,andcuttingalong
to theedge.ft iscolor-codedbyphasevaluesof pixels.Whilefirst
harmonic barely distinguishes details of time-activity curves of
septum, onset-of-contraction image makesasymmetryof the two
outer pixels of the septum quite vivid.

FIG. 7. (bottom left, p 719) Phantom of sphere that translates as
ft contracts.UI is first-harmonicphaseImageandURIsmuftihar
monic time-of-maximum functional image.Effect of shift is to pro
ckicea region in the functional Imagesof vividly paradoxicalvalue,
since pixels in those regions are at background level near the R
wave.

FIG.8. (bottomright, p 719)Patientstudytypical of ott experience
with a normal first-harmonic phase pattern. UI is first-harmonic
phase functional image. UR is same first-harmonic phase image,
with color table expandedin phase region correspondingto van
tricles. Earliness in left-ventricular base and lateness around pa
riphery of left ventricle are demonstrated.Theseimageshavebeen
masked by the amplItude image so that background, which has

__t .

FIG. 4. (upper right, p 719) (1 is first-harmonic phase image of the
two adjoining spherical phantoms. UR is multiharmonic time-of
maximum functional image.At bottom is count rate profile through
centers of both spheres, color-coded by first-harmonic phase
values.
FIG. 5. (center left, p 719) Format is as in Fig. 4. Count-rate profile
isof regionofoverlapof thetwosphericalphantoms.Doublepeaks
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interior region of the left ventricle. The overall spread
in phase from the base to the apex is roughly one tenth
of the R-R interval, or 80 msec, in this patient.

Figure 9 is from a patient with a relatively slow heart
rate. The first-harmonic phase image is markedly shifted
away from the R wave in the ventricles.

The studies shown in Fig. 10 compare the absence and
presence of atrial-ventricular overlap. In Fig. lOa, the
patient shows very little apparent overlapping of the left
atrium and left ventricle, based on the cine display of the
data. The first-harmonic phase pattern shows the septum
to be relatively early, and the posterolateral wall to be
later. This pattern is less common in normal wall-motion
studies than that of Fig. 8. Figure lOb is from a different
patient who has the same general phase pattern as the
patient of Fig. lOa but who has a region at the base of the
left ventricle where there is visible overlap of the left
atrium. The phase image shows a pronounced change in
phase in the region of the overlap. Also in this study, the
first-harmonic phase functional image exhibits the
free-wall phase shift illustrated by the phantom
studies.

Different patterns appear in some of the multihar
monic functional images. In Fig. 4, the multiharmonic
time of maximum shows a tighter span ofvalues than the
first harmonic. The absolute value of the time of maxi
mum ranges much closer to the R wave, as is expected
from its better fit to the data points. In Fig. 5, the time
of maximum of the region of overlap is coded in a color
intermediate between the two spheres. The multihar
monic time of onset of contraction, as determined by
attainment of a significant fraction of the pixel stroke,
is shown in Fig. 6. It is quite uniform in the â€œchambers.â€•
In the â€œseptumâ€•there are some subtle changes in value
not evident in the first harmonic. Figure 7 displays the
multiharmonic time of maximum for the translating

randomphase,is codedblack.LI is histogramof phaseimage.
Phasehistogramisquftetypical,showingapeakcorrespondingto
ventriclesandlocatedsomewhatbeforeRwave.Itspreciselocation
dependstÃ§onshapeof pixel time-activItycwves, andthus is related
to heart rate. Atrial peak occurs about 180Â°from ventricularpeak.
Size of atrial peak Is affectedby magnItudevaluechosenfor
badcgroundmasking,since greatvesselstendto havephasevalues
in samerange.LR Is end-diastolicframefor anatomicalrefer
ence.

FIG. 9. (upper left, p 720) Patient demonstrating improved fit of
muftiharmonic approximation. He has relatively slow heart rate of
41 bpm. Count-rate profile below, color-coded by first-harmonic
phase, shows resulting longdiastolic period.First-harmonicphase
functional image in UI hasearlier colors than first-harmonicphase
image of Fig. 8. Muftiharmonictime-of-maximum image in URhas
valuesmuchcloserto Awave,suggestingthatftmaybemoreac
cirate as a meas@xeof start of motion.

FiG. 10. (a)(upperright, p 720)Patlentwhosephasepatternis less
frequentlyfoundamongnormals.Bandof latephasealongfree wall
of left ventricleis dueto first-harmonicfft. Of specialinterestis
absence of left atrlal-ventrlcularoverlap.UI Is end-diastolicimage
and URis end-systolic.IL is first-harmonicphasefunctional image

sphere. A wide range of values appears, with a pattern
that has smoother transitions in value than that of the
first harmonic.

Multiharmonic functional images also show inter
esting patterns in patient data. In Fig. 9 the multihar
monic time of maximum is seen to have a broader range
of values than the first harmonic and, in general, to be
closer to the R wave. Figure lOc compares two multi
harmonic images for the patient with overlap of the left
atrium and left ventricle. The time-of-maximum image
shows a marked change in color in the overlap region,
just as the first-harmonic phase does. The image of the
time of maximum negative rate of change shows very
little influence from the overlap, coding most of the ov
erlapped region in the same colors as the ventricle. Figure
I 1 is from a patient with septal akinesis and noticeable
translation in the cine display. The time-of-maximum
image shows a broad range ofcolors in the septal region.
The maximum-excursion image shows that there is very
little change in count rate in most of this area. The
time-of-maximum image resembles the first-harmonic
phase image (not illustrated), although, as with the
translating phantom, the multiharmonic time of maxi
mum shows a smoother transition on the patient's left
side of the septum.

DISCUSSION

The first-harmonic approximation has been shown
here and elsewhere to be a poor fit to the pixel time
activity curve. The phantom studies show how the in
accuracies of the fit affect the first-harmonic phase
functional image. The same effects are observed in pa
tient studies.

The cylindrical phantom in Fig. 3 gives a vivid cx
ample of the inadvisability of associating the time mdi

and LR is Its histogram.(b)(center left, p 720) Normal patient with
phasepatternsimilarto (a).At baseof left ventricle is regionof atrial
overlap. End-diastolicimage is in UI andend-systolic in UR.First
harmonicphaseimageinLI showsregionofoverlapasadarkblue
patch. (c) (center right, p 720) Same patient as (b) to compare
muftiharmonic time of maximum in UI with muftiharmonic time of
maximumnegativeslope InUR.Below,codedcount-rateprofile for
.moftihar@ic timeof maximumshowshowatrialoverlapcauses
a local peak in time-activitycurves.In muchof overlapregion
maxImum negative slope image Is unaffected by atrial contribu
tin.
FiG. 11. (bottom left, p 720) Patient demonstrating pattern often
found in septal akinesis. His sclntigraphically determined ejection
fraction @ts0.29.BecausechangeIncountsdueto ejection is so low,
predominantchangeis resuftof translationalmotion, which can be
seen in leftward shift of septum from end-diastole in UI to end
systole in UR. In maximumexctwsionimage,superpositionof
ejectionandtranslationisevidentin smallchangein countsfor much
of septal sideof left ventricle. Wisp of greater excursion new right
ventricle is because edge of left ventricle moves Into and out of
pixelsInseptalregionof end-diastolicframe.Effecton muftihar
monic time-of-maximumfunctional Imagein LI Is to produce large
area of paradoxicalvalues in septal region.
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cated by the first-harmonic phase with the time at which
contraction commences. The cylinder contracts radially,
so the onset of contraction occurs earliest at its end
diastolic outline and latest at its end-systolic border. Just
the opposite is observed in the first-harmonic phase
image. The reason for this may be seen in the count-rate

profile in Fig. 3. The pixel at the end-diastolic edge has
the cylinder within its field ofview for only a short part
of the R-R interval. Consequently, the pixel's time-ac
tivity curve is quite symmetric about the R wave and the
first-harmonic phase aligns itself with the R wave. For

pixels closer to the center, the time-activity curve be
comes less and less symmetric since the global volume
curve is not symmetric. The effect on the first-harmonic
phase is more clearly seen in Fig. 12. The point in the
heart cycle marked A is the first-harmonic phase. As one
moves toward the center of thephantom (from Fig. 12a
to Fig. 120, the phase (point A on the horizontal axis)
shifts earlier. The Fourier approximation is a least
squares fit (10). Thus, the first harmonic tries to fit the
valley and walls of the curve to minimize the sum of the
squared deviations. As the valley narrows, the fit shifts
in order to minimize the sum of the squared deviations
as much as possible.

A similar effect appears in the spherical phantoms,
although the center is slightly later in phase than the
end-systolic border. This occurs because the pixel
â€œstrokeâ€•is less within the end-systolic perimeter than
at the end-systolic edge, so the first harmonic does not
have to shift quite so far to fit the curve.

The rotating sphere with a â€œseptumâ€•in Fig. 6 exhibits
a marked change in phase in the septum. This occurs
because the edges of the chambers enter the septal region
more toward end-systole, as is seen in the count-rate
profile. Consequently, the time-activity curve for the
septal pixels reaches a maximum when the rest of the
sphere is at a minimum.

In Fig. 7 a similar effect occurs in the septal region of
the translating phantom and at the free wall on the right
side, the side toward which the sphere shifts. The
translation effect upon the first-harmonic phase and
multiharmonic time-of-maximum parameters is skewed.
The side toward which the translation moves is later in
value, and the side away from which the chamber moves
is earlier.

The patient examples suggest that these same effects
occur in clinical data and may account for many of the
observed phase patterns.

As noted earlier, the patient in F@g.8 shows an 80-
msec spread in phase across the left ventricle. Clayton

et al. (8) described the pattern of contraction of the
normal human left ventricle on the basis of 30Â°RAO
ventriculograms at 60 frames/sec. The observed pattern

was a reduction in the transverse dimension of the yen
tricle before a shortening of the long axis, with the in
ferior wall moving before the anterior wall. In all but-one
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patient, the apex was the last segment to contract. The
duration of contraction of the left ventricle was typically
about 25 msec. Another consistent explanation for the
base-to-apex phase pattern observed in many normal
patients is that the apex of the left ventricle is forced
away from the base at the start ofventricular contraction
and later the base followsthe apex (13). Thus, one would
see a rapid decrease in counts in the basal region and an
initial increase in counts at the apex, as in the translating
phantom. This has been observed in the study of Fig. 8.
The effect on the phase image is that the base will have
an earlier phase than the apex, owing to overall motion
of the ventricle as well as to excitation and the greater
symmetry near the edge of the chamber.

The patient in Fig. 9 has a long R-R interval. The
pronounced shift of the first-harmonic phase before the
R wave emphasizes that in absolute as well as in relative
terms it is a poor indicator of the onset of contraction.
The downward kick of the left-ventricular apex can be
seen in the second trace of the count-rate profile as an
increase in counts immediately after the R wave.

Figures lOa and lOb compare two patients with sim
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ilar phase patterns. In Fig. lOb there is significantly more
overlap of the left atrium and left ventricle. This is re
flected in the blue patch at the base of the left ventricle.
Since the pixel time-activity curves are affected by both
chambers, the phase of the first harmonic will fall
somewhere in between, depending on the relative con
tributions of the two chambers to the time-activity
curve.

Since the first-harmonic phase functional image has
inherent edge effects, and moreover is sensitive to overall
translation and rotation and to overlap of the chambers,
it is appropriate to question its usefulness. There is
considerable evidence that the first-harmonic phase is
not without merit. In patients with bundle branch blocks,
the ventricles have distinctly different phases. Patients
with pacemakers are observed to have plausible patterns
in the paced chambers (6,1 1). Encouraging results have
been reported from the parametrization of the histo
grams of the first-harmonic phase distribution (7).

If all the pixel time-activity curves in a chamber were
to have the same shape, and only the time at which
contraction started were to differ, then the relative
phases in the first-harmonic functional image would be
exact. A problem occurs because the pixel time-activity
curves, even for an instantaneously excited chamber like
the spherical phantom, do not have the same shape cv
erywhere in the chamber and thus produce markedly
different first-harmonic phases. The different shapes
arise because the image is a two-dimensional projection
of a three-dimensional count distribution.

The problems with the first-harmonic approximation
essentially are those of goodness of fit. By the orthogo
nality principle (15), the more terms that are included
in the Fourier approximation, the better the fit will be
(in a least-squares sense). Knowledge of the spectral
content of typical time-activity curves dictates the best
choice of terms in the multiharmonic approximation, Eq.
(5).

The multiharmonic approximation has more than one
pair of parameters (i.e., more than one magnitude and
one phase), so it allows more than one unique temporal
functional image. The Fourier approximation is an an
alytic function, so the type of multiharmonic calculation
described above is readily performed. The multihar
monic parameters mentioned earlier are not an cx
haustive list. With the ability to approximate the time
activity curve more accurately comes the ability to
identify virtually any feature of the time-activity
curve.

The phantoms and patient examples illustrate a few
of the multiharmonic functional images, showing how
they may or may not be desirable in a given situation.
The multiharmonic time of maximum is the time at
which the multiharmonic approximation has its maxi
mum. In Fig. 4 it gives a more uniform functional image
than the first-harmonic phase, because it is not nearly

so sensitive to the symmetry of the time-activity curves.
In the overlap region of Fig. 5, the time of maximum
tracks the changes in the time-activity curve better than

does the first-harmonic phase. In Fig. 7, whereas the
pattern of the time of maximum has smoother transitions
than that of the first-harmonic phase, it is still sensitive
to the translation since the time-activity curves are
changed so drastically. The time of maximum is applied

to patient data in Figs. 9 and 11. Figure 9 shows the time
of maximum to advantage and disadvantage. The left
ventricle is much closer to the R wave, as one would want
in a parameter indicative of the time of excitation.
However, the distribution over the ventricle is not nearly
so uniform as in the first-harmonic phase image. This
patient has a long R-R interval, resulting in a long, flat
later-diastolic period, as seen in the count-rate profile
through the left ventricle. The result is that when the
multiharmonic algorithm seeks the maximum, which
occurs somewhere in the flat part of the time-activity

curve, a very small change in counts produces a large
change in the time of maximum. Thus, very little noise
can produce a large uncertainty in the time of maximum.
Figure 11 demonstrates that, just as in the phantom
study, the time-of-maximum image is highly sensitive
to translation.

The multiharmonic onset of contraction by excursion
image in Fig. 6 shows the point in the R-R interval at
which each pixel is unequivocally decreasing. Again, the
chamber part of the phantom is more uniform than the
first harmonic, since the onset image is sensitive only to
the â€œsystolicâ€•part of the time-activity curves whereas
the first-harmonic phase image is influenced by the en
tire time-activity curve. In the â€œseptumâ€•the multihar
monic onset parameter is more faithful to the shape of
the time-activity curve. The count-rate profiles em
phasize that the two edges of the septum have later
â€œejectionsâ€•than the middle. The first-harmonic phase
image does not reflect this.

Figure lOc compares images of the multiharmonic
time of maximum and its negative rate of change. The
latter is another multiharmonic parameter that relies on
the systolic portion of the time-activity curve. In the
region of left atrial-ventricular overlap, the time of

maximum finds the point where the atrium is at a max
imum. Since, in this case, the ventricular systolic part of
the curve is relatively unaffected by the atrial contri
bution, most of the overlap region is identified as yen
tricle by the maximum negative slope parameter. In both
cases, the absence of the free-wall â€œedgeeffectâ€•can be
noted in comparison with the first-harmonic phase in Fig.
1Ob.

A phase shift common to all approximations is in
herent in the data-collection procedure. The first frame
of the study is collected from the R wave until R-R in
terval/N, where N is the number of frames in the study.
The Fourier transform, Eqs. (1) and (2), treats the first
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point of the time-activity curve as if it occurred at time
zero, whereas in fact it â€œoccurredâ€•at R-R interval/2N.
Thus there is a systematic phase shift equal to one-half
of one frame's duration. Since this is a constant shift for
all studies with the same number of frames, and it affects
the single and multiharmonic approximations equally,
it has been ignored in the previous discussion.

The first-harmonic phase has two distinct advantages
as a functional parameter. It is easy to compute, and
hence cheap in terms of computer time (and does not
even require the Fourier transform). Because it is cx
tremely â€œlow-passâ€•in the temporal dimension, it pro
duces a smoother functional image. The multiharmonic
approximation has a major advantage. It permits a
wealth of unique functional parameters since it fits the
pixel time-activity curve more accurately and has more
than two independent parameters.

CONCLUSIONS

The first-harmonic phase functional image commonly
used in the â€œphaseanalysisâ€•of multigated cardiac
blood-pool studies has been shown both in phantom data
and in patient data to contain artifacts of the poor fit
afforded by the first Fourier harmonic alone. Theory
predicts that a better fit to the pixel time-activity curve
is achieved by the use of additional harmonics in the
approximation of the curve. Furthermore, because the
multiharmonic approximation has more degrees of
freedom, a variety of unique functional images is possi
ble. A few multiharmonic functional images are com
pared with the first-harmonic phase images. In some
situations, the more accurate approximation can be used
advantageously. Because of the demonstrated mac
curacies of the first-harmonic approximation, caution
is urged in the use of the first-harmonic phase image.
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APPENDIX: GENERATION OF THE PHANTOM STUDIES

The phantoms are generated from a global volume curve. In the
case of the cylinder of constant thickness and varying radius, the
radius of the image in frame k is

. /volume(k)
radius(k) =@ @rL

whereL isthe lengthofthecylinderandkisthe indexindicating
which frame of the phantom study is being computed.

Forthe spheres,the radiusis

radius(k) = [(i;;:) volume(k)] 1/3rn

Thevalueofa pixeliscalculatedbydividingthepixelintoa 10
x 10gridandcomputingtheprojectedthicknessat eachpointon
the grid. For overlaps and rotations this involves the superposition
ofobjects.Thevalueof the thicknessat eachofthegridpointsis

weightedby a â€œcountdensityâ€•and then the hundredvaluesare
summed to give the value of the pixel.
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